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Peña Nieto’s attempt to rewrite Mexico’s grisly script
Jude Webber Author alerts

The president is seeking to change the nation’s course on law and order, writes Jude Webber

“The scriptwriter has let us down,” sighs the hotshot reporter in Mexican movie director Luis

Estrada’s acid new satire, La Dictadura Perfecta , as his television station’s carefully fabricated

version of reality threatens to fall apart in the final act. The show must go on, however – and

the characters ensure reality is speedily remade to fit the fiction, delivering television viewers

the dramatic finale they had been primed to expect.

The hilarious yet excruciating film has struck a chord with movie-goers since last month’s

release. It is a critique of media manipulation in a country that specialises in peddling soap

operas to pliant viewers and, Mr Estrada asserts, has long packaged the truth for maximum

primetime and political impact.

But since the disappearance of 43 student teachers in the town of Iguala in September – at the hands, the authorities allege, of a local

police force in the pay of drug lords with a direct line to the mayor and his wife – Mexicans have suddenly found themselves living in a

grisly reality show being beamed worldwide.

It’s clearly time to change the script. Proof of that came, curiously enough, at a high-powered gathering of

chief executives and politicians at a business conference recently. Some of the warmest applause was

reserved for Juan Francisco Torres Landa , a lawyer at the helm of an non-government organisation

lobbying for decriminalisation of drugs and an entirely new approach to security.

Indeed, one member of the largely male, conservative audience stood up to express his own surprise at

how much he agreed with everything Mr Torres Landa had said – especially the bit about decriminalising

drugs.

Enrique Peña Nieto, the president who in nearly two years in office has become a master of the controlled

political narrative, has belatedly woken up to the powerful message from Iguala, promising in coming

days to “call together representatives of the Mexican state, political forces and civil society, to take up the

commitment to make fundamental changes, to strengthen institutions and to ensure the real validity of the rule of law in our country”.

Fighting talk. But can the man who crafted an ambitious cross-party reform agenda, the Pact for Mexico, deliver in his – and Mexico’s –

hour of need? Many are sceptical. He has yet to spell out what he has in mind – and some foresee no change to his strategy of sending in

the big guns when things spiral out of control, as he has done in the states of Michoacán, Tamaulipas and now Guerrero, where Iguala is

located. With midterm elections due next year, no party will want to be seen as a laggard if there is a historic breakthrough to be made.

The three main parties – including the president’s own – have said answers lie in working with each other and with the private sector.

What appears subtly to have changed is the perception that this is the problem of the government alone. With a string of nationwide

marches, including one of white-clad protesters trudging from Iguala to Mexico City’s imposing main square, Mexicans are demanding

officials at all levels start to deliver. But it seems there is a new sense that everyone has a part to play.

That is, in a way, the reaction Mr Estrada wanted to provoke with his film. He hoped, he told the Financial Times, that: “When people

go home after watching it, they’ll flick on the TV and it will seem like the whole cycle is starting all over again” – and, therefore, that

they would refuse to put up with it any longer. Basta!

Writing the happy ending everyone wants will take not Mr Estrada’s storytelling skills, but a sanguine look at what is wrong with a

country where police don’t stop crime and courts don’t jail criminals. It appears to be time for the audience of applauding business

people to see what larger part they can play – just as companies in the northern state of Nuevo León did in support of the Fuerza Civil
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police force, now Mexico’s most respected and trusted. But all eyes remain on a government that, according to one human rights

activist, “only responds to international pressure”.

It’s going to be a tough task. As Jesús Murillo Karam, the attorney-general, told foreign correspondents recently: “We have a car with a

flat tyre and we need to change the wheel. But the thing is, we can’t stop the car.”
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